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INTRODUCTION
WHAT IS RFPMONKEY.COM?
Put most simply, RFPMonkey.com is a web-based application that you use to store, categorize, and
search for RFP-style questions and their answers. By storing this information and reusing it as you
respond to subsequent RFP’s, you can greatly reduce the amount of time spent responding – and time is
money. There are other benefits as well, such as team collaboration, entry aging, approval workflow,
RFP tracking, and Rapid Response.
The primary way you use RFPMonkey.com on a daily basis is composed of the following types of
activities:
1. Tracking and Responding to RFPs
2. Searching your library directly (not in context of a particular RFP)
3. Entering/editing current RFPMonkey.com entries
Another way to think of RFPMonkey.com is as an RFP-related content management system.
RFPMonkey.com is used to manage the information down to the level of a single entry.
RFPMonkey.com lets you author the entry, edit it, approve it, distribute it to other users via email,
search for it by various methods, and track its need for periodic re-approval. The overall philosophy at
RFPMonkey.com is that, in your efforts to respond to an RFP, what you need help with is finding the
best, most recent, most approved answers to difficult questions. You may use our Rapid Response
feature to quickly identity and answer the questions in an RFP, or you may paste the answer(s) you
select into your RFP response document outside of RFPMonkey.com. Obviously the most common
systems for creating the actual response document or proposal are word processors and spread sheets.
We do not create Sales Play Books or PowerPoint presentations, and we leave the final formatting of an
RFP up to you. Our focus is on the knowledge used to produce the response, less so on the actual
proposal document itself.
When compared to some competitors, RFPMonkey is:
•

much less complex

•

much easier to learn and use effectively

•

much less expensive.
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HOW TO USE THIS DOC
To get the most out of this guide, you should read the whole document. For the user who doesn’t want
to read the whole thing, this guide is organized into two parts to make it easier to find the sort of
information you are looking for. Each part is described below.

PART I – GETTING STARTED
This section contains discussions of many topics that are relevant to RFPMonkey.com. In some cases,
these topics are implemented by numerous sections of the application, and might be difficult to fully
understand by reading about them in scattered sections of the document. So to help you get the most
out of RFPMonkey.com during your first few days, we have aggregated some of the most significant
information into this section. Make sure you study it soon after getting your new RFPMonkey.com
account.

PART II – DISCUSSIONS OF SELECTED FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS
This section is dedicated to discussions of many topics that are relevant to RFPMonkey.com. In some
cases, these topics are implemented by numerous sections of the application, and might be difficult to
fully understand by reading about them in scattered sections of the document. So to help you get the
most understanding of these topics, they are described in their own sections. Read Part II if you are
generally interested in RFPMonkey.com functions, but are researching how to accomplish a specific
task.

PART III – HOW DO I…?
Part III is designed as a reference for very specific tasks. If you want to know how to log on, or how to
access another user’s account while they’re on leave, find the associated task in this section and learn
how to proceed.
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PART I - GETTING STARTED
ACCOUNT PROVISIONING
Once you agree to the terms of use and submit your order, RFPMonkey.com will do the following within
2 business days:
•

create your dedicated database if requested (at extra cost)

•

assign you a new account number

•

create your new RFPMonkey.com account

•

create initial user roles and content filters

•

enable all standard and requested optional features within the account

•

create a user account for the main contact specified in the order form

•

assign all standard permissions to the initial user (including all admin rights)

•

send email with account number and login credentials to initial user

•

send welcome email to initial user

•

enter your company into RFPMonkey.com’s accounting solution as a customer

•

generate and deliver an invoice via email to the main customer contact

LOGGING IN
Once you receive your security credentials via email, you can log in and begin using the
RFPMonkey.com application. There are 2 ways you might log in:
•

Click the Customer Login link on any page of the www.RFPMonkey.com web site.

•

Access the login page directly with your web browser at http://www.rfpmonkey.com/app
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In both cases you will be taken to the RFPMonkey.com log in screen. Enter your account number, your
user name and your personal password. After validating your account and user information, you will be
taken to the welcome page, where you can begin using RFPMonkey.com to administer user accounts,
enter RFP entries, and search them, and use the to respond to RFPs.

If you forget your password, use the ‘Forgot Password?’ link on the login page. There, you can enter
your email address to have your account number, user name, and password emailed to you. You must
use the email address listed on your user account. If you ever change your email address, you should
also update this value within RFPMonkey.com or you will not be able to receive these emails as well as
other email notifications sent from various parts of the application.
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ADD RFPMONKEY.COM TO YOUR EMAIL WHITELIST
To make sure that email notifications generated within the system don't get blocked by your company's
spam filter, ask your email administrator or Net Ops team to white list the service.
RFPMonkey.com generates several types of notification emails. Without ‘white listing’, your email
server might accidentally route these notifications to your email junk folder. The from-address on
these notifications will be info@rfpmonkey.com.

REQUESTING ACCESS TO THE SUPPORT PORTAL
Customer support for RFPMonkey.com is offered via a web Support Portal. The Support Portal can be
accessed after logging in to RFPMonkey.com. It is only available to current customers.

Initially, you will have limited access to the Support Portal. You’ll have to register separately, and go
through email address verification. Make sure to use your work email, so that we can recognize you as
a customer. If we can’t verify the email address associated with a Support Portal registration, the
registration request will be rejected. Once your Support Portal registration request has been
processed, you’ll be able to download the Support Guide, view important information about recent
RFPMonkey.com enhancements, submit requests for support, and read the solutions to previous
requests.

INITIAL ACTIONS IN YOUR NEW ACCOUNT
ADD USERS
If you will be adding the RFP entries by yourself, you can wait to add users until there is data for them
to search. However, if you plan to allow others to author/edit entries, you'll want to get them added to
the account as soon as possible. Make sure they have the appropriate permissions. Typically, users will
be created along these models:
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Basic user - A basic user may have no permissions other than Read and Edit Self. This is
sufficient for users who are consumers of the compiled information and do not need to (or are
not trusted to) edit or create the RFP response entries.
Author/Approver - Users who will be responsible for ensuring the quality of the RFP response
entries will need Read, Author, Edit, Approve, and Edit Self rights. This set of permissions
allows full control over the RFP entries, but not to organizational settings.
Acct Admin - An account administrator needs access to Filters setup, Edit Users, Edit Self, and
Edit Acct Settings.
Super User - In some organizations, the Super User is granted every level of access.
Partner User - Create user accounts for partners, but restrict them to content cleared for
"outsider" eyes.
REVIEW DEFAULT FILTER/CATEGORIZATION SCHEMA AND EDIT AS NECESSARY
Filters let you define what values will be allowed for such things as Category, Sub-Category, Product,
Version, and Library (sometimes called Knowledge Type); and then to filter content searches by those
values. It also allows you to define a list of values for RFP Type, to be used in the RFP Tracking
screens. When your account was established, RFPMonkey.com populated it with a set of initial filter
values. You can use those values, but nearly all customers will choose to edit them. You will probably
want to delete some values, add some, and edit others so that you can categorize your content using
concepts and language specific to your company or industry.
Library or Knowledge Type is a high-level separator within your repository. Consider using it to
separate content into broad buckets such a RFP Content vs. Competitive Info vs. Product Roadmap
Info. One customer uses this field to record which subject matter expert is most associated with each
piece of content. The name of this field can be modified. It may be called ‘Library’ or ‘Division’ or
something similar in your account. Global organizations may consider renaming this field to Language,
and then establishing multiple language-specific libraries.
Product and Version are related to each other and are used to record the specific product and product
version that a particular piece of content refers to. These fields can be renamed. If separating
content by product and version doesn’t make sense in your company, you may want to consider using
them for an alternate category and sub-category or some other pair of filters.
Category and Sub-Category are often the most important filters. The values in your Sub-Category drop
down depend on which Category is selected. These filters can also be renamed, but very few customers
do.
Once entered into the Filters section, these values are used to categorize entries as they are added to
the repository, and to filter searches based on the same values.
A very good idea for establishing your filters is to make your categories closely match the section
headings used in one of the RFP’s that you have recently responded to. Pick one whose basic structure
seems logical to you. Try not to get overly detailed in your categorization. Categorization is an aid
but if you overdo it, it can lose effectiveness. Generally between 6 and 15 categories might be
reasonable.
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BEGIN ADDING RFP ENTRIES
Begin adding your RFP entries to the repository. The more you add, the more value you get. Once you
have 100 to 200 entries, you can gain real value and time savings by reusing those entries in subsequent
RFP projects.
Once again, the quickest way to enter your initial information is to start with a recently-completed
RFP. Scan a recent document and choose the best, most likely-to-be-reused questions and answers and
enter them through the Add Entry function. If you have 100 entries in the RFP, you may expect to
enter 40-50 of them into RFPMonkey.com. Most of the others will either be duplicates, poorly written,
out of date, or too simple to bother entering. When you do the same process for your second RFP,
expect to find fewer to enter as a result – perhaps 10-25. Much of the rest of the content in that
particular RFP might be expected to duplicate to the ones you entered from the first RFP. As you
proceed, you’ll find that you enter fairly few new entries from each RFP effort. Typically, once you
have about 500 entries stored, you will only add to the repository one or two at a time.
To build your initial library more rapidly, RFPMonkey.com includes a CSV import process. After you
have your CSV file created and formatted properly, you can import 100’s or 1000’s of entries in
minutes. The import process is fully documented later in this guide.
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PART II – DISCUSSIONS OF SELECTED FEATURES AND FUNCTION S
USER PERMISSIONS, ROLES, AND ASSIGNING APPROVERS BY CATEGORY
Access to the RFPMonkey.com application is limited to licensed users. Users are authenticated by their
account number, user name, and pass word (see the discussion on Logging In within the Getting Started
section).
Once logged in, users are presented a menu that is used to coordinate their actions. Each menu has a
sub-menu with links to specific tasks. The menu items and submenu tasks that are displayed vary
based on the user’s permissions.
The various permissions can be assigned directly to users, or they may be used to define ‘roles’, which
become models for users.

Each user or role may be given any or all of the following permissions:
Read – Allows users to conduct searches of approved entries and of their own drafts.
Author – Allows users to enter new entries. Because newly authored entries are not searchable until
they have been submitted for approval and approved, there is no risk in granting Author to users.
Users should be encouraged to author new entries, even if they don’t know the appropriate responses
to the questions they ask. This is a valuable way to collect content requirements from the team.
Other users can then answer, edit and approve the new entry.
Edit – Allows users to make updates to existing entries. At present, this restriction applies to all
entries regardless of status. If a user does not have the Edit permission, then they cannot edit
approved entries, draft entries, or entries pending approval. (NOTE: Roadmap to edit this so that a
user without Edit permission can still edit their own drafts.)
Delete - Allows users to delete existing entries. At present, this restriction applies to all entries
regardless of status. If a user does not have the Delete permission, then they cannot delete approved
entries, draft entries, or entries pending approval. (NOTE: Roadmap to edit this so that a user without
Delete permission can still delete their own drafts.)
Assign – Allows users to assign an existing entry to another user. This effectively transfers a draft from
one user to another. This can be valuable in collaborating on an entry prior to its approval.
Edit Self – Allows a user to change their user name, password and personal preferences. Personal
preferences include how search results are displayed including font color, font face, rows per page,
and whether or not to display optional columns.
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Import/Export – Allows users to export entries, users, filters, tracked RFPs, tracked RFP assignments,
or What’s MissingTM information; and to import entries from CSV.
Trusted – Check the Trusted flag for users who should be able to search within all approved entries.
Unchecking this will prevent the user from seeing entries that are marked as Internal Only. This
restriction is often applied to interns, probationary employees, or sales reps that have been hired from
a competitor.
Approve – Allows a user to approve entries, making them searchable. More than one user may have
approval rights, but only one approval is required to approve an entry.
Filters – Allows a user to modify the values used for Category & Sub-category, Product & Version, and
Library (or Knowledge Type). These filters are available on the search and entry screens regardless of
how this permission is set. Access to the Filters tab also allows a user to set which approvers or roles
can approve content for specific categories.
Edit Users – Allows a user to view other user accounts, to create and edit other user accounts, and to
log into other users’ accounts.
Edit Acct – Allows a user to edit the account’s basic information and account-level settings.
API Test Harness – RFPMonkey.com has an application programmatic interface (API) that lets certain
RFPMonkey tasks be performed by external applications. The API Test Harness is a tool which is used
to develop and test these interfaces without requiring code to be written. Most clients do not have
access to the API nor to the API Test Harness.
RFP Tracking – Allows a user to access the RFP Tracking and Triage module. RFP Tracking is used to
track important dates and status associated with specific RFP response projects and individual
assignments within them. Through the RFP List view, access is limited to users who are listed as the
Owners of RFPs or who have assignments within them.
RFP Admin – Allows a user to access the RFP Tracking and Triage module, and then to open RFPs that
they neither own nor have assignments within. This allows RFP Administrators or Bid Managers to have
visibility and input to ALL RFPs.
RFP Triage lets you load an inbound RFP (or RFI, security questionnaire, etc.) into a tracked
RFP. Then RFPMonkey scans for the questions contained in that RFP and displays them all for
you. You can edit/delete/add/highlight them as needed. You can designate rows as section
headers (vs. questions that need to be answered.)
After highlighting rows in various colors, Triage shows you a pie chart that shows you the
distribution of colors applied. If you happen to be using Red to highlight hard-to-answer
questions, Green to highlight easy-to-answer questions, and Yellow to highlight medium-effort
responses, then this triage pie chart can be used a Go/NoGo decision tool for deciding whether
or not to even participate in the RFP.
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From here you can run manual searches against the questions to select content from your
library that best answers the question. Or you can run the Rapid Response function which
suggests up to 4 responses for each question based on your current library.
You can run Rapid Response on an individual question or on the whole set of loaded questions.
Rapid Response + a well-developed content library = fastest RFP response.

ASSIGNING ROLES
Some clients may prefer to define user roles as prototypes for actual user accounts. These roles can be
assigned various RFPMonkey.com permissions, which then become available to any user created within
the selected role. Roles make it easy to assign permissions to classes of users, and to cascade any
changes to a role’s permissions across all related users.
Role definitions take the same basic form as user definitions, but they don’t use passwords,
notification email addresses, or personal preferences. It is helpful to include “ROLE:” within the role
name itself. This allows the user to display all roles without listing actual users.

After appropriate roles have been defined, you can select a role then create a user based on it, or you
can define a normal user (complete with permissions) and then assign that user to a role.
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ASSOCIATING APPROVERS WITH CATEGORIES
One of the permissions discussed previously is the permission to approve entries. Approval permission
has two areas to consider when setting up your account. The first is who should be allowed to be an
approver. The second is what they should be able to approve. Once users are given their permissions
(or grouped into roles that include approve rights), you use the Filters tab to associate those approvers
with specific categories of content. Each category can have one of the following selections for
approval:
•

Any Approver

•

An individual who has approval permission

•

A role that has approval permission

Any Approver – Selecting Any Approver for a category means any user who has been given approval
permission or who is included in a role that has approval permission can approve content in this
category. These users will be notified of content from this category that needs to be approved or reapproved.
An individual – If you select a specific user, then that user will be notified of pending entries and will
have access to them for approval and re-approval. Only users who have previously been given approval
permission will be selectable in the Approver(s) drop down.
A role – Selecting a role in the Approver(s) drop down means that any user within that role can approve
content from the associated category.
You can combine all of these approver types within your account. However, it may be best to either
use Any Approver for all categories, or individuals and roles for every category. For instance, if you
designate the role Role: Legal Approver to the Legal category, you may not want your legal team to be
bothered by other content that has been marked for Any Approver.
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RFPMONKEY.COM ADMINISTRATION
Administering RFPMonkey.com falls into several categories. The main area is that of administering the
actual Questions and Answers (entries) within the RFPMonkey.com repository. Each of these
administrative areas will be explained briefly here as well as in other sections of this document.

ADMINISTERING THE ACCOUNT PROFILE, ACCOUNT REVIEW, AND ACCOUNT SETTINGS
The Account Profile is nothing more than your company’s official contact information. The account
Name will be assigned by RFPMonkey.com and can only be edited by RFPMonkey.com. The other
information will be entered initially by RFPMonkey.com as your account is provisioned, but should be
kept current by someone within the customer’s company.

The Account Review gives you a quick overview of the usage of your RFPMonkey.com account. It
includes graphs indicating overall entry status, entry ratings, project statuses, and user counts.

The Entry Status pie chart shows the total number of approved entries, draft entries, and entries that
are pending approval. Use this chart to keep an eye on your overall repository size. Remember that
each account has a maximum number of entries, according to the account level contracted for. Silver
accounts allow up to 500 entries; Gold allows up to 1500 entries; Platinum up to 5000 entries;
Enterprise up to 15000.
The Entry Ratings pie chart shows you how many of your entries have been rated by your users as
Excellent, Good, Average or Bad, as well as how many have not been rated.
The RFP Tracking pie chart indicates how many RFPs are being tracked in each of the following
statuses: Anticipated, Received, In Progress, QA, Submitted, Declined, and Dead.
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The Users pie chart shows how many users you have with each of the following statuses: Demo, Active,
Inactive, Blocked, and Deleted.
•

Active users can log in, search the repository, and access parts of the application according to
their permissions. Active is the normal status for users.

•

Inactive users can not log in. You might put users into an inactive state if you want to
temporarily remove their access but don’t want to actually delete them. Making a user
Inactive is appropriate during a leave of absence, or perhaps during other paid time off, as a
security measure. You can easily make an inactive user active again by simply selecting the
Active status and saving the user.

•

The Blocked status is automatically set if a user has too many failed log in attempts. This is a
security measure, to prevent someone from trying to guess another user’s password. An
administrator can easily restore the user to Active when they think it is appropriate.

•

A user who has the Edit Users permission can delete other users. The user to be deleted may
be physically removed from the system or may be merely disabled and marked as ‘Deleted’. If
the user being deleted was the author or approver of any repository entries, then he/she will
be marked as ‘Deleted’ but not removed. This preserves the history associated with each
entry. If the user has not authored, or approved any entries, then their record is physically
removed. It’s as if they never had a user account.

•

Demo users are allowed to use the application according to their assigned permissions, but
have limited impact on the actual repository. They can search the repository. They can go
through the steps of adding and editing entries but their changes are not actually saved to the
database.

The Account Settings section allows you to edit account-wide settings. Each setting is described next:
Stay on Edit After Save – This check box control sets the default for an option on the Entry Edit
screen. If checked on the Account screen then, on the Entry Edit screen, the Stay on Edit Screen After
Save check box will be checked by default. When editing an existing entry, if this feature has been
checked, the Save button will save the current entry and stay on the edit screen with the same entry
displayed, allowing further edits.
Allow Version Update on Approval – Categories, Subcategories, Knowledge Types, and Products
typically do not have an implicit order or sequence to them. Product Versions do. They tend to be
sequential. This implies that version 2.0 of the Wonder Widget was probably developed after version
1.5 of the same product. Sometimes the only change made to an RFPMonkey.com entry to keep it
current is to update the Product Version that has been set in it. In these cases, it can be convenient to
have a special link that will approve a pending entry and at the same time, update its Version to the
version that is the most recent one. If the Allow Version Update on Approval check box is checked,
approvers will see the normal Approve link as well as an ApproveAndUpdateVersion link when
approving pending entries. The Version value most recently added or edited in the Filters section is
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considered the most recent version. It is marked with an asterisk ‘*’ on the Filters – Product – Version
screen.
Send Approval Notifications – Approval Notifications are one of several types of email alerts that
RFPMonkey.com can send. They alert approvers that there are entries that are pending approval and
need to be reviewed. These pending entries might be new entries that have just been submitted for
approval, or may be previously-approved entries that have been automatically changed to Pending due
to the Entry Aging feature.
Your RFPMonkey.com account can be configured to send Approval notifications to approvers when
either of these things happens. During periods of frequent data entry, some companies choose to turn
this feature off temporarily to avoid the associated emails, then turn the alerts back on for normal use.
If Send Approval Notifications is on for the account, individual approvers can still choose not to receive
the alerts. They can unsubscribe on the Preferences screen in the User section.
Send Update Notifications – Update notifications are another type of email alert that RFPMonkey.com
can send. They alert users (not just approvers) when new entries have been approved. It’s a way to
share your important RFP content with everyone so they can be aware of the newly categorized and
stored information. These alerts may be sent when individual entries are approved. Approvers can
choose whether to send these alerts or not. Similarly, individual users can subscribe and unsubscribe
to them, controlling whether or not they receive alerts even if the approver does send them. Update
notifications are NOT sent if an approver uses the Approve All feature.
Entry Aging – What was a good answer to an RFP question last year may not be a good answer today.
As entries age, they have increased risk of becoming out of date due to changes in product features,
service offerings, policy changes, or changes related to operational changes or turnover.
RFPMonkey.com’s Entry Aging feature allows older entries to be identified so they can be reviewed and
updated if needed. Every day, a process runs that evaluates the dates on which each entry was,
approved, re-approved, and most recently edited. If any of those dates is considered “too old” then
the associated entry’s status is demoted from Approved to Pending. Then, just like new entries that
need to be approved, these ‘aged’ entries also need to be approved (or re-approved). The Entry Aging
setting is the number of days that gets applied to this definition of “too old”.
If Entry Aging is set to 180, then any entry that hasn’t been updated, approved, or re-approved within
180 days will be need to be reapproved before it can be searched. The possible settings are 30, 60, 90,
180, 270, and 365 days. There is also a ‘None’ setting that will completely turn off the Entry Aging
feature for your account.
Internal-Only Default – You can create users who are not ‘trusted’. These are typically probationary
employees, channel partners, or other users who should not have full access to your repository. If you
have users who are not 'trusted', you can create 'internal only' entries that such users can't see. The
Internal-Only Default check box allows you to designate how to handle this situation for new entries
that you create. If checked, then the Internal Only flag for the new entry will also be checked. The
setting on the Account screen is only a default. It can be overridden when adding a new entry
regardless of the default setting.
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User-defined tags allow you to define up to 5 values which you can then insert into your responses by
reference. Then whenever the values need to be updated, you can make a quick edit here to your
tags, and the updated values will be inserted into any entries that reference them.
For example, imagine that you often respond to RFP questions about your most-recent monthly uptime
rating. You could record it in a user-defined tag, insert tag references into one or more RFP entry
answers, and update the statistic on the Account screen once a month. You would not have to edit the
entries that made use of this figure.

The Security Settings section allows you to edit account-wide security settings. Each setting is
described next:
Password Strength – Administrators can configure password strength requirements. The supported
strength levels and their descriptions are:
•

Basic – Minimum length of 6 characters.

•

Intermediate – Minimum length of 8 characters. Must include at least 1 capital letter, at least
1 lower case letter, and at least 1 numeric digit.

•

Strong - Minimum length of 8 characters. Must include at least 1 capital letter, at least 1 lower
case letter, at least 1 numeric digit, and at least 1 symbol.

Session Timeout – For security reasons, some customers will want to enable user Session Timeout. Use
this setting to control how long before an inactive user is logged out of RFPMonkey.com, preventing
unauthorized users from accessing your RFP repository on that particular computer. Possible settings
are 10, 30, 60, and 90 minutes. You can also turn Session Timeout off for your account by selecting
‘None’.
IP Restriction – An IP address is a unique number assigned to computers or other devices connected to
a network (in this case, the Internet). RFPMonkey.com’s IP Restriction feature lets you control which
IP addresses your users may connect to RFPMonkey.com with. For security purposes, you can use this
feature to ensure that your users are physically located within your building. You can also list other
valid IP addresses if you wish. This feature can also be disabled to allow access over the internet from
unspecified locations. This would be the case if you want to allow your users access to RFPMonkey.com
from their homes, hotels, or any other site that would have an unpredictable IP address.
Require HTTPS – If Require HTTPS is enabled, users will be connected to RFPMonkey.com using the
HTTPS protocol. This is considered more secure than regular HTTP, but also typically slows down the
connection due to the added encryption and decryption of the information being transferred between
the web server and the user’s web browser.
NOTE: HTTPS is required on all production RFPMonkey.com accounts. This setting only applies to
accounts resident on one of our non-production environments (such as development or test).
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ADMINISTERING THE WHAT’S MISSING TM INFORMATION
What’s MissingTM shows you what searches have been executed where no matching results were found.
The Account screen, shows you the most recent and the most frequent What’s MissingTM information in
short lists. To access and administer the full set of information, click the What’s MissingTM link in the
sub-menu.

You can sort the displayed data by clicking on the sort arrows in the column headers. The sortable
columns are Search Type, Search Count, Last Search, Last User, and Failed Search String.

You can delete a failed search string by clicking on the trash can icon at the left. What’s MissingTM
entries are automatically deleted as well. Data related to a failed search is removed after 60 days if
the search count for that particular search is 1 or 2. Searches with search counts greater than 2 will be
retained in the What's MissingTM log until removed by the customer or until automatically removed
following a successful search.
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You can check to see if one of these failed searches would still fail by clicking on the link at the right.
This will repeat the search, passing in the previously failed search string, and the search type
previously used on the failed search. If the search returns results (does not fail) the entry will
automatically be removed from the What’s MissingTM log.
The What’s MissingTM log of failed searches will automatically delete entries that are not particularly
frequent or recent.
Failed searches with this many occurrences

are preserved in the log for this many days.

7 or more

Indefinitely*

5 or 6

90

3 or 4

60

2

45

1

30

* Or until they are automatically removed due to a corresponding successful search.

ADMINISTERING THE REPOSITORY OF ENTRIES
Using RFPMonkey.com’s collaborative features, administering the repository of questions and answers
should be a shared responsibility. A typical setup is to assign user permissions selectively so that all
users can search the repository, most users can write/submit new entries, other users may be able to
edit then, and still others will approve them. This division of responsibility recognizes that those most
responsible for responding to RFP’s are not always the most expert with your product or service and
are even more often not the best business writers. Read the section on approval workflow for a better
understanding of how new entries are created and accepted into the repository.
In some companies, a single user, or small group of users are appointed as custodians of the repository.
This may be a Sales Engineer, Marketing staff, or a dedicated proposal department. One of the main
administrative tasks such an administrator can expect is the periodic re-approval of entries that were
approved and have been ‘aged’, requiring re-approval.
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ADMINISTERING FILTERS
One of your first activities in RFPMonkey.com should be to establish your filters, or entry
categorization values. Categories (and other grouping/filtering values) are added to your repository
entries and they may also be used in your searches to filter search results. You can set Knowledge
Type, Category, Sub-category, Product, and Product Version. Usually you will categorize new entries
using the filter values already set up, but you may also need to add, delete, or update your filter
choices from time to time.
To administer your filters, use the Filters menu and select one of the following sub-menu items.
•

Knowledge Type – Knowledge Type is an arbitrary separation that can be used in your filter set
up. How you use it is up to you. Some customers use it to tag entries as Sales&Marketing vs.
HelpDesk information, or to separate content authored in different languages. Knowledge
Type is used independently from other values. That is, any selection you make for Knowledge
Type does not impact choices available in the other filter fields. Note that this filter can be
renamed. It may be called ‘Library’ or ‘Division’ or something similar in your account.

•

Category – Category is the main filter value. Assign enough categories to make filtering your
subsequent searches easier, but don’t overdo it. How you categorize entries on entry will
probably not be the way every user would have done so, and will certainly not match the
categorization used in every RFP submitted to you. So just add a few. You can always add
more later if you need them. At the very least, consider basic categories such as “Business”
and “Technical”, or “Company Info”, “Product Capabilities” and “Security”. Less than that is
probably too few. More than 15 or so is probably too many. Each Category can have Subcategories under it. The Sub-categories under a particular Category will typically NOT be the
same as Sub-categories used under another Category.

•

Product – if you sell multiple products, it is a useful way to indicate which product a particular
question and answer relate to. However if your RFPMonkey.com repository is used to store
questions and answers about a single product, then using the Product filter may not add any
value. If so, you may consider renaming the Product and Version filters. Each Product can
have Versions under it. The Versions under a particular Product may be different from the
Versions used under another Product.

To enter a new value for Knowledge Type, Category, or Product, simply select the appropriate submenu item and enter the new value in the empty field at the bottom of the screen and click Insert.
To delete an existing entry, click the trash can icon

next to the item you want to remove.

To change a current value to something different, enter the new value in the empty field next to the
item you want to edit and click the Update button. This will not only change the filter value choices,
but also make the appropriate change in any repository entries that use that particular grouping value.
To administer the possible values for Sub-category and Version, first drill into the Category or Product
that the Sub-category or Version is associated with. Then follow the same steps outlined above for
adding, editing, and removing values.
In addition to content/entry filters, there is one filter that does not apply to content or content
searches:
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RFP Type – RFP Type is used to categorize RFPs in the RFP Tracking section. Some customers
use RFP Type to designate RFPs as either Commercial or Government, or to capture industry
verticals for their RFPs (ex. Telco, Healthcare, Hospitality, etc.).

Outline – The Outline sub-menu item will show you the categories and sub-categories currently in use
for approved entries within the repository. This outline is based on Approved entries only, and may not
fully represent all possible filter values.

ADMINISTERING USER ACCOUNTS
Administering user accounts is an important responsibility but doesn’t require much time or effort.
The most significant aspect of maintaining user accounts is deciding what permissions to give to each
user. One of the most significant permissions is the one called ‘Edit Users’. This not only lets you
create new user accounts, but also to view the permissions of other users, edit those permissions,
delete them, and even use their login credentials. The most common actions taken when
administering user accounts are listed below.
Add – Creating new user accounts is easy. Simply click the Add User link, enter required fields such as
user name, password, and email address. Then assign permissions and click the Save button.

Delete – Users accounts can be deleted when they are no longer needed. If the user being removed
has not authored or approved any entries, then their user account is completely removed. If they have
created or approved any entries, then rather than completely removing them, they are disabled and
marked as ‘deleted’. This is done to preserve the entry history and audit trails that indicates who
created, approved, and edited the entry.
Assume ID – Administrators can log in as another user. This is typically done when a user is on vacation
or similar situations where their account needs to be accessed. Only users with the ‘Edit Users’
permission can do this. If you assume another user’s ID, you will be subject to their permissions and
will see the menu and sub-menus that they would see. When you log out of an assumed session, your
original session is resumed.
Unblock – If a user forgets their password and fails to log in 5 consecutive times, their user account is
blocked. This is done as a security measure to prevent unauthorized users from trying to guess
another’s password. When this happens, the user’s status is changed from ACTIVE to BLOCKED. To
restore their access simply change their status back to ACTIVE. You should then use the Email
Credentials link to remind them of their username and password.
Email Credentials – As described previously, the Email Credentials link can be used to remind a user of
their account number, user name, and password. The email sent is the same one delivered if the user
were to use the ‘Forgot Password?’ link on the login page.
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Every user must have a user name and a password. Usernames are often in the form of email address
but this is not required. Passwords must be at least 6 characters long.

APPROVAL WORKFLOW
Entries have 3 possible statuses: DRAFT, PENDING, and APPROVED. Normally, when entries are first
entered they are considered drafts. Drafts are private to the author/owner and are not displayed in
search results. The author/owner can see their drafts by clicking the List My Drafts link on the Entries
sub-menu. From there a draft can be selected and edited further if needed. At this point, it can also
be submitted for approval.
Granting Author and Approve rights to different users establishes a coordinated system of submission
and approval. Under this system, once an author submits a new entry, it is assigned a status of
PENDING, and is no longer accessible by that user. Anyone with the Approve permission can then
select the new entry under the Approvals tab and either approve it or reject it. Approved entries get
the status APPROVED, making them available to anyone with Read permission. Rejected entries are
reset to DRAFT status and are then accessible again by the original author for further edits. The
approver may also choose to delete the sub-standard entry.
When the author/owner edits the entry as much as they can, they can submit it for approval. Once it’s
been submitted, the author/owner can no longer access that particular entry; it’s no longer their draft.
Entries that are pending approval can be viewed by any user who is designated as an approver.
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Approvers can select pending entries and view then, edit them, approve them (making them searchable
by other users), or reject them (sending them back to the previous author/owner).
Approvers can approve individual entries or all pending entries. Once they are approved, the entries
are then searchable by other users.
If an entry is rejected, the approver (or rejecter in this case) can add comments to the entry so that
when it’s returned to its previous owner, they can see why it was rejected.

Users have some ability to shortcut the described workflow. Prior to saving a new entry, a user can set
the entry status to PENDING. This bypasses the DRAFT state and puts the new entry immediately into
the Approval flow. Users who happen to also be approvers can also set the entry status directly to
APPROVED and make the new entry immediately searchable by other users.
Users can select the default status for new entries so that they are automatically saved in DRAFT,
PENDING, or APPROVED status without having to select the value prior to saving, and without using the
normal submission and/or approval workflow. Note that this default can only be set to APPROVED for
users who have the CAN APPROVE permission.

EMAIL NOTIFICATIONS
There are several forms of email message delivered by RFPMonkey.com. To ensure that you receive
these important emails, add info@rfpmonkey.com to your personal contact list, and consider asking
your IT department or email administrator to whitelist RFPMonkey.com. This will help prevent email
notifications from the RFPMonkey.com application from being wrongly categorized as spam by your
email system. The types of email notifications sent by RFPMonkey.com are:
New User Credentials Email – This message is sent to new users to notify them of their new account
and their new log in credentials. Sending this message is optional and is selected by the person who is
adding the new user account.
Password Recovery Email – Users who forget their user name or password can click the Forgot
Password? link on the log in screen. When they do, this email is delivered to remind the user of their
account number, user name, and password.
Approval Notification Email – These notifications alert approvers that there are entries that are
pending approval and need to be reviewed. These pending entries might be new entries that have just
been submitted for approval, or may be previously-approved entries that have been automatically
changed to Pending due to the Entry Aging feature.
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Update Notification Email – Update notifications alert users when new entries have been approved.
It’s a way to share your important RFP content with everyone so they can be aware of the newly
categorized and stored information, which they may now search.
User Alerts – RFPMonkey occasionally sends emails to the whole user community to inform them of
system maintenance, planned outages, functionality updates, new WBT courses, etc.
Entry Detail Email – Users can email the current entry to any valid email address by clicking the Email
link at the bottom of the Entry Detail screen.
Entry Assignment Email – Drafts may be assigned to other users. When this happens the new owner is
alerted via email and the draft becomes the assignee’s draft. Note that Entry Assignment is different
from an Assignment within an RFP project.
Email Users – Users who have the Edit Users permission can send an email message to all of the users in
their account. Use this feature to alert your user base of important RFP-related events. For instance,
you might send an email informing all users that you are about to begin an important data entry
period, or that you have set or changed account-level settings.
Entry Rejection Notification Email – When an entry that has been submitted for approval is rejected,
an email is sent to the author letting them know of the rejection. The rejected entry is returned to
the author’s Drafts screen and should be edited according to the rejection notes. It can then be
resubmitted for approval.
Entry Approved Notification Email – Those who author new entries and submit them for approval often
need to know when their specific entry has been accepted into the repository. These alerts do just
that – they notify authors when the entry they submitted for approval gets approved.
New RFP Owner Email – When a new RFP project is entered into RFPMonkey.com, the project owner is
sent an email notifying them of the new project. Usually the owner will be the one entering the
project, but now always.
New RFP Assignment Email – When a new assignment is made within the RFP Tracking module, the
user given the assignment is notified by email. The notification contains the project name, the
assignment name, and other related details.
Past Due RFP Assignment Email – RFP assignment owners are emailed to alert them when one or more
of their assignments are late.
RFP Project Assignment Reminders – While viewing/editing a tracked RFP, email reminders can be
sent to assignment owners by clicking on an email icon associated with the assignment.

USING IMAGES
Some customers prefer to use plain text for RFP answers; others include images. Common examples of
image usage are
•

Screen shots
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•

Charts and graphs

•

Photos associated with Management BIO’s

•

Partial screen shots of spreadsheet tables that would be hard to recreate or format properly

If these images are stored on your web server, you can reference them within RFP answers, but you
need to have familiarity with how images are stored and used on the web. Many RFPMonkey.com users
find it preferential to upload their images to RFPMonkey.com and then select them from there. It’s
quite a bit easier for non-technical users.
Every RFPMonkey.com account includes the capability to upload up to 50 image files for reuse. If you
need more than 50, you can purchase additional Image Packs for your account. Each Image Pack
increases your image capacity by 50.
Uploaded images must be 500K in size or smaller. This is generally too small for hi-resolution
photographs, but is sufficient for the sort of images listed above.
Refer to the How Do I…? section for more details on how to upload new images and how to insert them
into an answer.

WHAT’S MISSING T M
Searching the repository and coming up with no results can be frustrating for users. It's also
unproductive. RFPMonkey.com logs such fruitless searches and turns them into feedback that you can
use to improve the overall quality of your RFP repository.
Use this feature to see...
•

What's missing in your repository - Many of the entries that end up in your What's Missing TM log
will indicate new database entries that should be made. These may be questions your users are
searching to answer that haven't been entered into the database.

•

What's missing in your key words - Many of the What's MissingTM entries will be related to
questions/responses that you have already included in the database, but couldn't be found
because of inadequate key words. This is an opportunity to help users find that valuable
information that's already been entered.

•

What's missing in your user training - Two of the most common user errors among
RFPMonkey.com users are:
1. using the Relevance Search function when searching for individual words or phrases
2. failing to use the Relevance Search function when searching for entire questions (such
as "How does RFPMonkey.com protect my data from unauthorized access?")

Both of these conditions yield less-than-perfect search results. By showing you who has received empty
search results, what they were searching for, and what search method they used, you can correct this
user behavior and improve the overall success rate of subsequent searches.
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What's MissingTM is a standard feature available within every account. It is accessed on the Account
screen.

HOW DOES SEARCH WORK?
Users can search approved entries by entering a search word or phrase and selecting one or more fields
to search within. The searchable fields include: Question, Response, Key Words and Comments. By
default, all fields are selected for searching. The user can individually select/unselect fields as
needed.
Basic Search
Using the Search function, all approved entries are scanned for your search word or phrase. The
searchable parts of each entry include:
•
•
•
•

RFP Question
RFP Response
Key Words
Comment

You can select any or all of the above fields to include in your search. If your search phrase is found
anywhere in any of the selected fields, that entry will be displayed along with any others containing
the search phrase.
Selecting the fields to search within can be done on a field-by-field basis or you can check/uncheck the
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All check box to affect all fields at once.
Search results are displayed below the search area and are grouped in pages. To select a displayed
record for further research, simply click on its id link. After reading the entry, you can run a new
search or return to the current results list.
Filtering Your Search
In addition, you may narrow your search by one or more filters. These filters include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Knowledge Type
Category
Sub Category
Product
Version
Author
Content Source
Competitive Differentiator Tag
Include in Template Tag

Using Relevance Search
Rather than searching for a specific word or phrase, you can select to use Relevance Search. This
allows you to enter an entire RFP question and search for entries that may be related to it. This
evaluates RFP entries based on their relevance to your search and returns only those entries that have
at least a minimal relevance score. Entries are sorted by relevance, the most relevant being listed
first.
For best results, enter a full question or sentence in the search string. Single word searches or search
phrases with a high ratio of "unimportant" words do not perform well in Relevance mode.
Negative Searches
You can also search for content that does NOT contain specific words or phrases. For example, search
for content that contains the word ‘data’ but not the phrase ‘data security’. Or search for all content
in the ‘Product Features’ category, but leave out any content that includes the phrase ‘Product
Roadmap’.

SEARCH MACROS
RFPMonkey.com provides macros to execute certain types of searches that can be difficult or even
impossible to perform without them. Include macros within your searches to locate content that
includes images, tables, or lists. Use macros to locate content that has been approved (or updated)
today, within the last week, or within the last month. Locate entries that have been rated as
Excellent, Good, Average, Poor, or have been rated regardless of the rating.
You can include a single macro or multiple macros. They can be used by themselves or with other
search words or phrases.
The syntax for using these search macros is {{macro}}. For instance, if you want to find entries that
include images, you would use the macro {{image}} in the Search Phrase. To find entries that include
.JPG images specifically, use the macro {{jpg}} or {{jpeg}}.
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An easier way to use search macros is to enable them and simply click on the desired macro under the
search field.

To locate content that has been rated by users and has been approved or updated within the past 7
days use the macros {{rated}} and {{week}} together.

To find content that includes an HTML table and the phrase ‘project plan’, use the macro {{table}}
along with the search phrase ‘project plan’.
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The following table lists all of the macros available for use in your searches. Note that some macros
have more than one version.
Macro Name

Description

{{embed}}

Locates entries that embed the response field of another entry into the current
response.

{{link}}

Locates entries that include an HTML link to any of the following protocols: http, https,
mailto, or ftp.

{{images}}
or {{image}}

Locates entries that include images using any of the supported graphics file formats.
These include .JPG, .GIF, and .PNG files.

{{jpg}} or
{{jpeg}}

Locates entries that include images based on .JPG or .JPEG graphics files.
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{{gif}}

Locates entries that include images based on .GIF graphics files.

{{png}}

Locates entries that include images based on .PNG graphics files.

{{tags}}

Locates entries that include RFPMonkey ‘tags’, including %%MM/DD/YYYY%%, %%Mon D,
YYYY%%, %%DD/MM/YYYY%%, %%D Mon, YYYY%%, %%PRODUCT%%, %%PROJECT_PROSPECT%%,
%%COMPANY%%, %%FIRST_NAME%%, %%LAST_NAME%%, %%FULL_NAME%%, %%END_USER%%,
%%END_USERS%%, %%USER_DEFINED_TAG1%%, %%USER_DEFINED_TAG2%%, and
%%USER_DEFINED_TAG3%%.

It also includes tags related to %%ETL functions, and %%EMBED%% content.
Main Tag

Alternate Tag(s)

%%ETL-AGE%%

%%ETL-AGE-YEARS%%

%%ETL-AGE-MONTHS%

%%ETL-AGE-MONTH%%

%%ETL-AGE-QUARTERS%%

%%ETL-AGE-QUARTER%%

%%ETL-AGE-DAYS%%

%%ETL-AGE-DAY%%

%%ETL-AGE-YEAR%%

%%EMBED%%
{{product}}

Locates entries that include the %%PRODUCT%% tag.

{{prospect}}

Locates entries that include the %%PROJECT_PROSPECT%% tag.

{{company}}

Locates entries that include the %%COMPANY%% tag.

{{table}} or
{{tables}}

Locates entries that include one or more HTML tables.

{{today}}

Locates entries that have been approved or updated today.

{{week}}

Locates entries that have been approved or updated in the past 7 days.

{{month}}

Locates entries that have been approved or updated in the past 30 days.
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{{ytd}}

Locates entries that have been approved or updated since Jan 1 of the current year.

{{expire5}}

Locates entries that will expire within 5 days according to your Entry Aging setting.

{{expire10}}

Locates entries that will expire within 10 days according to your Entry Aging setting..

{{expire30}}

Locates entries that will expire within 30 days according to your Entry Aging setting.

{{expire45}}

Locates entries that will expire within 45 days according to your Entry Aging setting.

{{rated}}

Locates entries that have been rated by users at least once, regardless of the resulting
rating score.

{{excellent}}

{{good}}

{{average}}

{{avg}}
{{bad}}

Locates entries that have a cumulative rating of Excellent

Locates entries that have a cumulative rating of Good

Locates entries that have a cumulative rating of Average
Same as {{average}}

Locates entries that have a cumulative rating of Bad

{{poor}}

Same as {{bad}}

{{empty}}

Locates entries whose responses are empty.

{{short}}

Locates entries whose responses are 100 characters or less.

{{long}}

Locates entries whose responses are at least 10,000 characters long.

{{verylong}}

Locates entries whose responses are at least 30,000 characters long.

{{project}}

Locates entries that are related to a Project.

{{list}}

Locates entries that include one or more bulleted or numbered lists.
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{{lists}}

Same as {{list}}

{{comments}}

Locates entries that contain text in the Comments field.

{{keywords}}

Locates entries that contain text in the optional Key Words field.

COLLABORATION
In many companies there is a gap between the staff responsible for completing an RFP and the subject
matter experts (SME) who know the right answers for the RFP's questions. There may be another gap
between those two groups and others whose word-smithing skills are more appropriate for inclusion in
the official RFP response. For these reasons, RFPMonkey.com has included several collaborative
features.
RFPMonkey.com lets you assign RFP roles on a granular level. Rather than simply dividing all users into
Project Managers or Users, you should assign basic permissions by mixing and matching any/all of the
following:
•
•
•
•

Author
Edit
Assign
Approve

The main aspect of collaboration is the ability to assign entries to other team members. This allows
the owner of an RFP to enter questions and delegate them to another team member or SME to craft the
proper response. Then after editing the entry, the assignee can either reassign the entry back to the
RFP owner, or can submit it for approval and inclusion in the main repository.
This same feature can also work in the opposite direction. As SME’s create new content for
newsletters, web sites, support knowledge bases, marketing slicks, etc., they can submit incomplete
RFP entries containing what might be good answers to questions that haven’t been asked yet. Such
entries can either be assigned directly to an “RFP librarian” for completion, or could simply be
submitted for approval. The approver would then complete the entries prior to final approval into the
repository.
Equally import is the ability to grant separate approval rights to a relative few users. You may want to
ensure that new entries have to be approved by a manager or sales engineer for instance. At the same
time, you should have the flexibility to make any or all users approvers if it’s appropriate in your
circumstances. Once again, simply dividing users into two groups (project owners or administrators
and other users) is usually not sufficient.
Your collective corporate knowledge is one of your company’s most valuable assets. An ability to
effectively disseminate RFP information allows everyone to improve their own awareness to product
features & benefits and company history & culture. RFPMonkey.com allows you to broadcast new or
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updated content to users whether they are involved in the current RFP or not. The most efficient
mechanism for this sort of information sharing is email.

RFPMONKEY BULK IMPORT PROCESS
The normal way to enter new content into your RFPMonkey.com account is to use the Add Entry
function. This is an efficient way to enter content on an ongoing basis. It is also the most common
way to build up your initial repository.
Clients who have (or can get) their RFP questions and answers into the appropriate CSV format can load
their content directly into their RFPMonkey repository in bulk. This is the fastest way to get your
repository populated with several hundred entries or more.
Some customers perform repository refreshes by periodically exporting their content from RFPMonkey,
performing updates to the content in the exported file, then reimporting the content back into the
RFPMonkey database.

Process Overview
The bulk data load process is fairly straight forward. The client puts their content into the prescribed
format, and uploads it into the database. Getting your content into a CSV file is fairly easy if you have
RFPs that were submitted as Excel files. Of course, it can be more work if the RFP(s) you are using for
your initial data load are in Word format. (Even worse if they are in PDF files.)
The bulk import process will attempt to either insert or update rows based on the value found in the
entry_id column within the data file. If the entry ID is blank or 0, RFPMonkey will attempt an insert.
If the entry ID is greater than 0, RFPMonkey will attempt to update the existing row with that entry ID.

STEP 1 – CREATE A SPREADSHEET WITH YOUR CON TENT
Make an Excel spreadsheet that looks like the image below. You must include the row of column
headers (row 1), and the column headers must match those in the supplied RFPMonkey_Sample_Import
file, EXACTLY. Make sure that each header is in all-lower-case, has the underscore (_) in exactly the
same locations, and exactly matches the spelling. Note that some column headers are plural
(comments, other_key_words), and others are singular.
The import function is strict about adherence to the required format. If the column headings are even
slightly incorrect, the file will be rejected. So slow down, read carefully, double check your work.

Refer to Appendix A for further details about each column within the import file.

STEP 2 – SAVE YOUR SPREADSHEET AS A .CSV FILE
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RFPMonkey.com can’t import a native Excel file. You must save it as a .CSV file to be used with the
bulk import process. Use the Save As function in Excel to make a .CSV copy. On a PC, use the ‘CSV
(Comma delimited)’ option. On a Mac, use ‘MS-DOS Comma Separated (.csv)’ option. CSV files (and
other plain text files) are incompatible with certain things that would be normal in Excel spreadsheets
(macros, formulas, most formatting). So when you save your file in CSV format, some of the content
may not be exactly as it originally was in the Excel spreadsheet. You are responsible for the content
that is loaded during an import, and any minor differences that can exist between an Excel file and a
.CSV file, so for this reason, your data file has to be 100% compatible with our import process. If you
submit a normal Excel file, it will be rejected.

STEP 3 – PROVIDE ADDITIONAL DETAILS FOR YOUR IMPORT
In addition to the data included in your .CSV file, there are several pieces of information that are vital
to the import. To help you as you perform your import, print out Appendix B – Additional Details Form
and complete the Supplied Value column of the form.

STEP 4 – RUN THE IMPORT FUNCTION WITHIN RFPMONKEY.COM
To access the import function, first click on Import/Export in the main menu, then on Import Entries in
the sub-menu. (Note: you may not have been granted import permission.)
The import function is made up of several steps.
1. Verify Permission – To start the process, you must re-enter your password.
2. Upload .CSV File – Click

and select a .CSV file from your local hard drive.

Then click
.
3. Verify Headings – Your file is examined to make sure it has the required columns and column
names. If the columns and headings are correct, each column will display a green check. A
red X indicates errors that must be corrected. After correcting any errors, you will have to
restart the process.

4. Verify Data – This step reads your data file and validates required and recommended columns.
It displays any errors in red, warnings in yellow, and any automatically-applied corrections in
green. You may proceed with corrections and warnings, but cannot proceed if there are ANY
errors.
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A log file of these errors, warnings, and corrections is available and can be printed to assist you
as you correct any errors and warnings in the data file.

5. Set Batch Values & Launch – After successfully validating your file and its data, you are
presented with several fields whose values will be applied to each inserted row of your import.
If you supply a source value on this screen, it will override EVERY source value in your file.
Leave this field blank to use the source values as defined in your data file.
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EXTERNAL REVIEW
In a prior section (Collaboration) we discussed sharing content with other RFPMonkey.com users – team
mates. There is also a capability to share selected content with non-users and ask them to review,
edit, and even approve that content.
This is particularly beneficial when the input/feedback you need is from someone who is not one of
your regular RFPMonkey users. You can request an external review from anyone with an email address,
whether they are within your organization or not.

External Review is available for entries that are currently pending approval, and can be applied to
individual entries or to multiple entries using the multi-select check boxes. When you request an
external review, you enter the email address of the person whose review you are requesting. You also
enter some notes for that person, and select the type of review that is needed.
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When you request and external review, here is what happens:
1. A new user is created inside your RFPMonkey account and is assigned only enough permission to
read and edit the assigned entry/entries.
2. An email is delivered to the new user containing the details of the request, the original entry
contents, and a login link to RFPMonkey.com.
3. The external reviewer opens the email, follows the link, and edits the assigned content.
4. After finalizing their edits, the external reviewer either Returns or Approves the content
(based on the review type).
a. If the review type is Review & Return, their reviewed/edited content is returned to the
Pending Approval state, and can be seen on the Approvals screen once again. You
should now decide whether to approve this entry or edit it further.
b. If the review type is Review & Approve, their reviewed/edited content is set to
Approved and is now fully searchable within the library. Use this type of review with
caution.
5. When the external reviewer has returned or approved the last piece of content, they are
thanked for their contribution, informed that the assigned review is finished, and they are
automatically logged out of RFPMonkey.
6. At the same time, the external reviewer’s login credentials are expired. They have no further
access to the RFPMonkey.com application.
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RFP TRACKING & TRIAGE
RFPMonkey.com lets you record, track, and communicate important project-related dates and notes,
team assignments, and overall project status and levels of completion. This allows team members to
communicate and see progress of individual projects without requiring emails, phone calls, and inperson meetings.
RFPMonkey.com also lets you upload your inbound RFP document, identifies questions to be answered
within it, and quickly retrieves approved content from your library to answer each question.
Once you have selected appropriate responses for each question, you can output the questions and
their answers to either a Word doc or a CSV file.
Some smaller teams may not value the coordination and communication features of RFP Tracking, but
they will still find great value in the RFP Triage functionality, which is a subset of RFP Tracking.

RFP’S LIST
The RFP Tracking list displays important information about your RFP projects, lets you lock or unlock
individual projects, lets you sort by selected columns, and allows you to drill down to an RFP’s details
page.
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The behavior of the RFP list varies for users based on their permissions. Relative to RFP Tracking,
there are 4 types of users:
1. Users designated as RFP Admin – These users can see ALL RFP's in the list, and can open them.
This is designed for users who need access but who have no specific role in an RFP.
2. Users who have a role in an RFP (as either owner and/or assignment holder) but who are
NOT an RFP Admin – These users can see ONLY the RFP's they are involved with (as owner
and/or assignment holder). Such users can NOT see RFP's that they do not own and do not have
an assignment within. If you would like such a user to be able to see an RFP that they do not
own or have an assignment within, then you must either make that user an RFP Admin (so they
can see ALL RFP's) or give them a do-nothing assignment within the RFP in question.
3. Users who have access to RFP Tracking, but are NOT admin/owner/assignee of any RFP Such a user could access the RFP calendar and the RFP Statistics pie charts, but would NOT see
any RFP's in the list. If you would like such a user to be able to see an RFP that they do not
own or have an assignment within, then you must either make that user an RFP Admin (so they
can see ALL RFP's) or give them a do-nothing assignment within the RFP in question.
4. Users who do not have access to RFP Tracking - These users do NOT have the RFP Tracking
menu item and cannot access RFP Tracking or any of the functionality within it.

RFP ACTIVITY CALENDAR
The RFP Activity calendar shows you RFP received dates (in green), RFP due dates (in red), and RFP
milestones (in yellow). It also allows users to drill down into a particular RFP by clicking on any of
these displayed dates. Click the red arrows to move forward or backward to a future or past month.
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Click any of the pie charts under the calendar to view your RFP statistics. You can also click the RFP
Statistics link in the sub menu.

RFP STATISTICS
RFPMonkey.com lets you track RFP status (such as Anticipated, In Progress, Declined, Submitted, etc.)
and RFP outcomes (such as Won, Lost, Advanced, and Stopped). Win and loss rates are calculated for
Submitted RFPs.
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RFP DETAIL SCREEN
Selecting a project from either the RFP List screen or the RFP Activity Calendar will display the RFP
Detail screen.

The RFP Detail screen displays all of the project’s information such as due dates, project notes, status,
etc. It also shows the project’s milestones and assignments, and the dates, notes and statuses related
to those assignments.
The RFP Summary includes fields to record the RFP Name, RFP Type, Status, Progress, Outcome, Notes,
Prospect Name, RFP Owner, Received Date, Due Date, Completed Date, Submitted Date, as well as
formatting requirements for the RFP (font face, font size, and font color).
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All of the fields in the RFP Summary are entered by a user except for the Progress value. It is
calculated by RFPMonkey.com based on the assignments within the project, taking into account
the Effort and the % Done of each.
Users can choose to edit the selected RFP. This allows the project notes and other fields to be
updated, and for assignments to be added, deleted, or edited.
Edit RFP Project vs. Stay Connected
Entering edit mode for a project lets you update its contents and save it. If a user will be jumping
back and forth between the RFP Tracking tab and the Entries tab, then Connecting to a project can
save time. When you are connected to a project, that project is assumed to be the context you are
working within, until you disconnect from it. Being connected to a project performs the following:
•
•
•
•

Pre-selects the project and prevents the user from seeing other projects until they disconnect.
Enables linking a selected response to the project assignment following a search that is
initiated from the RFP Tracking section.
Pre-populates the Source field when using the Add Entry screen. Source is set to the Prospect
from the connected RFP Project.
Personalizes content in search results to include the prospect name, the project owner's name
(first, last, or full name), and the RFP-specific term used by the prospect to refer to their end
users (user, member, client, student, provider, etc.).

RFP ASSIGNMENT DETAIL SCREEN
Make assignments within an RFP to assign specific users work that must be done to complete the RFP.
Assignments will usually be either general assignments or specific topic assignments.
When an assignment is made, the owner is notified by email of their new responsibility. They are also
reminded of it with an on-screen message immediately after logging into RFPMonkey.com. The first
thing an assignment owner should do is to Acknowledge receipt of their assignment. This is done by
opening the assignment, checking the Ack checkbox, and saving the assignment. Only the designated
assignment owner can acknowledge an assignment. And once an assignment is acknowledged, it cannot
be un-acknowledged. Basically, acknowledging an assignment communicates acceptance of the
responsibility and the associated due date.

ASSIGNMENT TYPES
Section - A Section assignment would be used to assign a user responsibility for a group of questions,
an entire section from an RFP, or even multiple sections. Use Section assignments to document the
assignment, and to capture and communicate the assignment’s progress. In these macro-level
assignments, work may be being done within RFPMonkey.com to locate content, but that work is not
recorded as part of the actual assignment.
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Question - Assignments can also be made to assign a specific RFP question to an individual user. In
such assignments, the assignment title is usually the actual question out of the RFP for which a
response needs to be located or created. If you initiate a search from within a connected project,
then you can link the assignment to one of the search results to fulfill the assignment. This
automatically sets that assignment to 100% done, and updates the overall RFP progress accordingly.

Task - The final type of assignment is a Task. It is used to record responsibility and completion of nondigital activities. These have due dates and need to be tracked, but probably will not be done within
RFPMonkey. Typical tasks would be things like “Initially review RFP and make team assignments”,
“Make 5 printed and bound copies”, or “Make sure to ask Betty in Compliance to review the final doc”.
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RFP MILESTONES
RFP Milestones are similar to assignments, but do not have owners, do not have levels of progress
associated with them, and do not trigger email alerts of any kind. They are used to record important
dates/events related to the RFP, but which are probably not under your control. Milestones appear on
the RFP calendar as yellow links. You would use milestones to record things like:
•
•
•

Cut off for vendor questions
On-site demos for top 3 vendors
Vendor selection
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RFP TRIAGE
The RFP Triage section is within the RFP Tracking & Triage screen, just below the RFP Assignments
section. RFP Triage can be used to:
•
•
•
•

Quickly review an RFP as you decide whether to respond to it or not
Locate approved content corresponding to the questions/requirements in your RFP
Color code content based on effort, product fit, or other criteria
Output selected content to a Doc or CSV file

LOAD AN RFP – The first step of triaging an RFP is to load the RFP document into RFPMonkey. Find the
RFP Triage section within the RFP Tracking screen and click on the
icon. You will be required to
re-authenticate yourself to upload a file to be triaged. Just enter your password and click Submit.
Now you can select an RFP file. Supported file types include .DOC, .DOCX, .PDF, .PPTX, .CSV, and
.TXT. Very often, RFPs also include content that does NOT represent the requirements and questions
that need to be responded to. Such content includes title pages, instructions, tables of content, etc.
By default, RFPMonkey will process the entire file being loaded, even those non-question parts. In
some cases, you may find it easier to create specific start-processing and stop-processing points within
the document, than to load those non-question parts and handle them appropriately.
As you select your file, you can also specify how much of the document to process by specifying start
and stop points. As a starting point, select either Beginning of file, START_HERE, or %%START_HERE%%
from the drop down. For this to work, you must have also edited the document and inserted either
‘START_HERE’ or ‘%%START_HERE%%’ somewhere in the document, presumably after the title page and
table of contents, and before the actual RFP requirement questions. You can also select a processing
stop point to avoid loading summaries or other non-question information at the end of the document.
As is mentioned above, you can load different file types into RFP Triage. Here are a few comments
about each type of document.
•
•
•

•

.DOC files are used for older Microsoft Word documents. Both .DOC and .DOCX files are easily
edited if you want to remove content or insert start/stop points prior to triaging.
.DOCX files are used with modern Microsoft Word documents. They are actually .ZIP files that
contain other contents including the actual document text.
.PDF files are Adobe Acrobat files. PDF files are not as easily edited as some other file types.
They also include quite a bit of content that is not the actual text that you expect to find.
Positioning and formatting within PDF files is also unique to these files. This can sometimes
result in content being loaded in an order different from what you would expect, different
from the order that the content appears visually when viewing the PDF file. Line wrapping in a
PDF file will also often lead to more rows being loaded into RFP Triage than you might expect.
Of all the file types allowed, PDF is the least favorite triage input of RFPMonkey.com staff.
.CSV files have multiple lines, each terminated with a ‘new line’ character. Within each line,
there may be multiple values, separated by commas. .CSV files are easily created from Excel
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files by using the Save As function. When RFPMonkey.com loads a .CSV file for triage, each line
from the file creates a row in RFP Triage. If the .CSV line includes more than one value
(comma separated), they will be loaded into a single triage row per line. So, for best results
when triaging a .CSV file, you should edit the .CSV file and remove all columns besides the
column dedicated to the RFP questions.
.TXT files are plain text files often created using NotePad, or other similar text editors. If you
happen to receive a set of questions/requirements in an email, pasting them into a .TXT file is
a convenient way to load them into RFP Triage.

DOCUMENT ACTIONS – After loading your RFP, its content is displayed along with the Triage header
and several document-level triage actions.

At this point, you can use any of the various document actions, or concentrate on one row at a time.
The document actions are explained below:
Rapid Response – Use this tool to automatically retrieve suggested responses for each of
the loaded RFP questions. Rapid Response will return up to 4 responses for each, assuming
your approved content includes relevant content. Rapid response searches the user’s
default library.
Unload current RFP – Use this icon if you want to unload the current RFP document and all
of its questions and suggested answers. You can unload the current RFP if you want to load
a different document, or if you simply want to reload the current one. Reloading can
sometimes be the quickest way to clear response suggestions or color coding.
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Output to doc – After you have selected responses for all of the RFP’s questions, you can
call it done. But, often you will want to output your triaged questions and responses to an
external document. A Word doc is one of your options. Your output will include all of your
RFP questions, all of your favored responses for those questions, and all of your section
headers. Questions will be numbered in your output, and the numbering will either restart
or continue for each header, based on how you have defined the header.
Output to CSV – You will probably output your triaged content to a Word doc most often.
But there are occasions when CSV output will be more appropriate. CSV output will include
the questions and the top-most answer for each question, along with its relevance score.

ROW ACTIONS – Document-level Rapid
Response may be the most useful action
available within RFP Triage, but you will
often want to run Rapid Response or
manual searches for a single specific
row, or perform other row-specific
actions.
First, within the row that you want to
work on, click the Actions button to
toggle the row-level actions on or off.
Then you can select one of the following
tools to

Highlight – There are various reasons that you may want to highlight a row in a different color.
This tool changes the background color of the affected row to the chosen color. This
highlighting is visual only – there is no functional or output significance. Here are a few
reasons to use the highlight tool:
•

•

Use green, yellow, and red to indicate questions that will be easy, problematic, or
impossible to answer well. Then examine the pie chart in the triage header to help you
decide whether you should respond to the RFP or not.
Highlight several rows with a specific color, then later delete all rows with that color.
This can sometimes be more efficient than deleting rows one-at-a-time. It also gives you
an opportunity to reconsider the delete before committing to it.
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Highlight finished rows in Green to quickly show your triage progress.
Highlight a row in blue as a place-holder when you want to use another part of RFPMonkey
and return to RFP Triage. The blue highlighting helps you quickly resume your triage work
where you left off.
Highlight with different colors for questions that you want to be worked on by different
team members.

Delete – Delete rows that either are NOT RFP questions, or that do not warrant any
consideration for one reason or another. Click
to delete all rows before the current row.
Click
to delete all rows after the current row. Click
to delete the current row. Click
one of the colors to delete all rows that use that color as a highlight color. Choosing to delete
the White rows will delete all NOT-highlighted rows.
Edit – Use this tool to edit a row. Edits can include the question’s text, its highlight color,
and the row type. Selecting a highlight color with the Edit tool does the same as using the
Highlight tool, but may be more convenient if you also need to make other edits to the row.
Row Type is used to designate a row as either a Question, or as a Header. Questions need to
be answered; Headers do not. If assigned, Questions make an assignment of type Question;
Headers make assignments of type Section.
Merge/Insert – The Merge/Insert tool toggles visibility of tools used to insert new
rows/questions or to merge two rows into one. Use
to insert a new row above the current
one. Use
to insert a new row below the current one. Use
to merge the current row
and the following one. This appends the following row onto the end of the current question’s
text.
Assign – If you have an adequate content library, most of your triage needs will be met with
either Rapid Response or a manual search. However, occasionally you will need to assign a
row to a team member along with a due date and progress tracking. Assigning a question
results in an assignment of type Question. Assigning a header results in an assignment of type
Section.
Add Draft – If after doing RapidResponse and/or manual searches, you don’t find any approved
content that answers a particular question, you may want to add that question directly to the
library. That way, you and your team can use it on subsequent RFPs. Clicking the Add Draft
tool will insert a new record into the library based on the current row’s question. Initially the
new record’s status will be set to DRAFT, and you will be the draft owner. Of course, you can
assign it to another user if appropriate. In many cases, it will be best to keep the assignment,
and immediately craft the appropriate response. Remember to select appropriate values for
any filters (category, sub-category, etc.).
Once you have edited the entry to your satisfaction, save it and submit it for approval. If yo
happen to be an approver, you can set the entry’s status to APPROVED prior to saving to skip
the approval process and make the entry immediately available as a search result.
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RapidResponse – RapidResponse passes the current question into RFPMonkey’s search engine
and returns up to four approved responses. The search is conducted within the user’s default
library if one is set. Default Library is set on the User Profile screen.
RapidResponse results are displayed along with their entry number, relevance to the current
question, and a set of icons used to perform certain actions on the recommended content.
Initially, these results are sorted by relevance, with the highest relevancy score at the top.
The different degrees of gray shading are simply to help visually separate the suggestions.

To select a specific single entry as the favored response for this question, click
discard the other entries suggested for this question.
To delete a particular suggestion from consideration, click
Click
Click on

and

. This will

.

to reorder the suggestions for this question.

to view the suggested entry in detail, and

to edit it.

Manual Search – You can perform a manual search either before doing RapidResponse, or
after it. However, if you perform a RapidResponse search after a manual search, your
manually selected entry will be replaced with the results of RapidResponse. It is typically
best to do a RapidResponse look up first, then use manual search only if you are not satisfied
with the RapidResponse results.
Manual Search passes the current question to the search screen and automatically performs a
look-up. Review the search results and/or create your own search using all of the standard
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search techniques. Remember, you can search for specific words, phrases, or whole
questions, and can filter your results using the filter drop-downs near the top of the search
screen.
Once you have found an entry that you want to select as THE answer the triage question, drill
into the entry’s details, then click on Link.

This will select that entry and return you to RFP Tracking & Triage. The entry that you
manually searched for and subsequently linked, will now be the top suggestion for that triage
row. Rather than showing a relevancy score, this line will show ‘Manual Select’.

As with RapidResponse results, now you can select, discard, reorder, view, or edit entries as
needed.
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COMMON RFP TRIAGE WORKFLOWS:
Using the document-level and row-level triage actions described above, you can load and process your
RFPs. But just what does ‘process’ mean? Actually, it means different things to different teams and at
different times. It often means ‘find appropriate responses for the questions in the RFP.’ But it can
also mean ‘assign questions and sections of the RFP to others’, or ‘evaluate the scope of effort and
decide whether to respond to the RFP or not’. Like with any good tool kit, the tools in RFP Triage
allow you to accomplish a wide range of tasks. Here are a few of the things you will do:
•

Make a Go/NoGo Decision – Either before or after running RapidResponse, you can color code
the rows of your RFP to indicate different levels of effort, or different degrees of ‘fit’. For
example, you might use the color highlighting to mark easy or good-fit items in green,
answerable-but-difficult or partial-fit items in yellow, and impossible-to-answer or poor-fit
items in red. When you finish applying color highlighting, examine the pie chart in the RFP
Triage header as you make your Go/NoGo decision.

In this example, you would probably decide to respond to the RFP because a significant
majority of the RFP questions can be easily answered, or your solution is a good fit for most of
the requirements.
•

Clear highlights so you can reuse them for other purposes – Regardless of why you have used
color highlighting, at some point you may find the applied colors to be visually distracting, or
you may want to apply colors for a different reason. At any time, just click on
in the RFP
Triage header to clear all applied highlights – that is, set all rows to a white background.
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•

Trim TOC, title page, instructions, etc. – When you load an RFP into RFP Triage, the
questions/requirements are load, and so are other parts of the document that are not
questions to be answered – cover pages, tables of contents, introductions, instructions, section
descriptions, time tables, etc. It’s best to delete these items so you can concentrate on the
questions. You can delete individual rows, delete everything before or after the current row,
or delete all rows that have been highlighted in a particular color.

•

Convert heading rows to headings – Among the content loaded that does not need to be
answered are section headings from the RFP document. It’s best not to delete these rows, but
to designate them as headers. This allows you to visually differentiate between regular
questions and headers. It also prevents RapidResponse from trying to find answers for these
rows. And finally, it controls their formatting if you choose to output the triage results to a
Word doc or .CSV file. When triaging an RFP, we at RFPMonkey.com also select a gray highlight
for header rows to further differentiate them from questions to be answered.

•

Merge and edit rows as needed – With nearly every RFP triaged, there are rows that need to
be edited to correct spelling errors, remove unwanted formatting or punctuation, or to
improve their searchability. It is also not uncommon to need to either merge rows or to split a
row into two or more rows. Use the
to merge the current row with the one that follows it.
If you need to split a row, use either the
or the
to insert a new row, then edit the new
row and he original row to spread its text across them appropriately.

•

Assign sections – RFP Triage with RapidResponse and a sizable, well-written library of content
can perform the responding work of a whole team. However, you may still need to assign a
section of your RFP to a team mate. There are two ways to do this:
1. After connecting to an RFP or entering edit mode, you can click on Add Assignment. Enter
an appropriate title and notes, select an assignee, and set the assignment type to Section.
2. Within RFP Triage, convert a row to a header row, then click on
to assign it. This will
also create a section assignment and assign it to you. You may reassign it.

•

Run RapidResponse on whole RFP – As mentioned previously, you can process each row
individually, or perform document-level actions. One of the most powerful features of
RFPMonkey.com is the document-level RapidResponse tool. It will recommend up to 4
currently-approved entries for each question row in the loaded RFP.

•

Triage each row to select the best content – Even though you will use RapidResponse at the
document level to achieve the fastest results, you will still need to consider each row and the
suggested responses for each row. As discussed earlier, use the row-level actions to reorder
the results, select the most appropriate result, discard inappropriate ones, conduct manual
searches, add drafts, and create assignments.

•

Output results and add branding/formatting – When you have completely triaged your RFP,
you may want to output its results to a Word document or .CSV file for further formatting.
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in the RFP Triage header to select a Word document or .CSV

Output to a Word document includes each header, each question, and each response entry that
has not been discarded.

Output to a .CSV file includes each header, each question, and the top-most response for each
question. A column will also be included in the .CSV file for the entry number associated with
the selected answer.
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CHANNEL PARTNER SUPPORT
No one knows your product or services like you do, not even your channel partners or resellers. You
would like them to, but they’re simply not close enough to your subject matter experts.
In reselling your solutions, if your channel partners have to respond to RFPs, giving them access to your
RFP repository helps them generate more revenue for you.
One of the unique benefits of RFPMonkey.com is the ability to extend the RFP knowledge base to
channel partners. RFPMonkey.com entries may be designated as Internal Only.
This allows you to decide which entries can be viewed by your staff only, and which entries can be
viewed by your staff as well as channel partner staff.

By default, each RFPMonkey.com user is designated as Trusted, but this can be de-selected for channel
partners. This prevents them from “looking under the covers” at closely-guarded content. Trusted
users can view all approved entries. Not-trusted users can not view entries that have been marked as
Internal Only. They also can not change the Knowledge Type that you set for them. This allows you to
lock channel partners into a certain type of content in addition to locking them out of the Internal Only
content. You might consider locking channel partners into a knowledge type such as ‘Product
Knowledge’ or ‘Partner Content’.
Now that your channel has access to the RFP database, they can respond to their own RFPs faster, with
better answers – and all without requiring your sales resources. Good for them. Good for you.
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ON-LINE SUPPORT PORTAL
RFPMonkey.com support includes an on-line Support Portal. Users can access the Support Portal to
submit service tickets, check the status of tickets they’ve already submitted, or access documentation.
They can also browse helpful forums such as the “How do I…?” forum and the “Getting Started” forum.
The Support Portal is available to all customers, regardless of the level of Support & Maintenance they
have chosen. RFPMonkey.com users can access the support portal 24 X 7, but they do have to register
for it to use most of the support features. Registration should be done using an email address
associated with the actual RFPMonkey.com account. The support portal is accessible by clicking the
Customer Support link on the RFPMonkey.com web site or within the application after logging on.
Registered support portal users can also email service requests to support@rfpmonkey.com to be
automatically entered into the system.
Please refer to our Support & Maintenance Guide (available in the Support Portal) for full descriptions
of Support & Maintenance options and associated pricing.
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PART III - HOW DO I…?
…LOG ON TO RFPMONKEY.COM ?
Once you receive your security credentials via email, you can log in and begin using the
RFPMonkey.com application. There are 2 ways you might log in:
•
•

Click the Customer Login link on any page of the www.RFPMonkey.com web site.
Access the login page directly with your web browser at http://www.rfpmonkey.com/app

In both cases you will be taken to the RFPMonkey.com log in screen. Enter your account number, your
user name and your personal password. After validating your account and user information, you will be
taken to the welcome page, where you can begin using RFPMonkey.com to administer user accounts,
enter RFP entries, and search them.

…GET AN ACCOUNT IN THE SUPPORT PORTAL ?
One component of customer support for RFPMonkey.com is offered via a web Support Portal. The
Support Portal can be accessed after logging in to RFPMonkey.com. It is only available to current
customers.
Initially, you will have limited access to the Support Portal. You’ll have to register separately, and go
through email address verification. Make sure to use your work email, so that we can recognize you as
a customer. If we can’t verify the email address associated with a Support Portal registration, the
registration request will be rejected. Once your Support Portal registration request has been
processed, you’ll be able to view important information about recent RFPMonkey.com enhancements,
submit requests for support, and read the solutions to previous requests.

…SIGN UP TO GET EMAIL ALERTS WHEN A NEW ENTRY IS APPROVED?
Your RFPMonkey.com account can be configured to send email alerts to users when new entries are
approved. The account-level setting for these alerts is on the Account screen. If Send Update
Notifications is enabled here, then email alerts will be sent to users when individual entries are
approved. Alerts are not sent in conjunction with the Approve All action.
Users can subscribe to these alerts or unsubscribe from them on the User Preferences screen. This
allows the account to send the notifications, but also allows users to opt-out of them if they choose to.
Note that even if you are subscribed for update alerts, you may not receive any. In addition to your
personal setting, alerts are also controlled by an account-level setting, and how the approver actually
approves the entries.
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…STOP GETTING THE EMAIL ALERTS ASSOCIATED WITH NEW ENTRIES?
You can turn off these alerts for the entire account by unchecking the Send Update Notifications check
box on the Account screen. Individuals can unsubscribe from receiving alerts by unchecking the
Subscribe to Update Alerts check box on the User Preferences screen.

…QUICKLY JUMP INTO A SEPARATE RFPMONKEY.COM ACCOUNT ?
If your company has multiple RFPMonkey.com accounts, you may have the Single Sign On (SSO) feature.
If you have multiple repositories, and if you have the SSO feature, you can jump from one account into
another from the Personal screen. The Personal Profile screen shows you any ‘linked’ accounts and
whether you can link into them. For account linking, you must have a user account in each repository,
and your user name and password must be the same in both accounts. If you have user accounts in
multiple accounts, but either your user name and/or password do not match, you will not be able to
link from one account to another. So if you wish to use account linking, you must make sure that your
credentials match across accounts. Once you have matching credentials, then subsequent changes to
those credentials will automatically update your linked accounts. This means that once linked, you can
update your personal credentials in any linked account and it will update your credentials in all other
linked accounts.
If you link into a different account, it is just as if you logged into that account from the original log in
screen. When you log out of a linked account, you are restored to the account you linked out of. You
cannot link into any account that is not associated with your own account. This association requires
your multiple accounts to be housed within a common dedicated database.
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…ACCESS ANOTHER USER’S ACCOUNT WHILE THEY’RE ON LEAVE ?
If you have the permission called Edit Users, you can not only list, view, and edit other user accounts,
but you can also log into their account. This feature is called Assume ID, and is found at the bottom of
the User Detail screen. If you Assume ID into another’s account, it is just as if you logged in with their
user name and password on the log in screen. When you log out of an assumed ID, you are restored to
the user account you were originally in. You cannot use this feature to assume the ID of any user who
is not part of your company account.

…SEARCH FOR AN ENTRY BASED ON A SPECI FIC KEY WORD?
Click on Entries in the main menu to access the search function. Enter the word, phrase, or whole
statement you want to search for and click the Search button. If you are searching for a single word,
2-word phrase, or 3-word phrase, you can leave the search mode on Auto. Based on the short nature of
the search phrase, RFPMonkey.com will execute an Exact search behind the scenes, returning entries
that contain the EXACT word or phrase entered. If you enter a longer phrase and want to execute an
exact search, just click Exact before you click the Search Button.
You can filter your search by selecting values from the filter drop downs (Knowledge Type, Product,
Version, Category, and/or Sub-category). You can also direct the search to look within different parts
of the entries, including the questions, answers, comments, and/or key words.

…SEARCH FOR ENTRIES THAT MATCH A WHOLE PHRASE OR QUESTION?
Click on Entries in the main menu to access the search function. Enter the phrase or question you want
to search for and click the Search button. If you are searching for a phrase that is at least 4 words
(contains at least 3 spaces), then you can leave the search mode on Auto. Based on the relatively long
nature of the search phrase, RFPMonkey.com will execute a Relevance search, returning entries that
have some relevance to the search phrase. Relevance is determined by the amount of overlap between
the words in your search phrase and the words in the questions and answers.
Although not usually very helpful, you can perform a Relevance search against a single word or short
phrase. To do this, you must manually set the search mode to Relevance. Otherwise, if you leave the
mode on Auto, it will perform an Exact search.
When using Relevance searches, it is best to include the Rating column in the results so you can see
which results are more relevant than others in the results set. Edit your displayed columns on the User
Preferences screen.

…PULL UP A SPECIFIC LIBRARY ENTRY BASED ON ITS ENTRY ID?
If you know the entry ID of the content you want to pull up, you can simply perform a search for its ID
number, preceded with the number sign (#). Example: To quickly locate entry 123, type ‘#123’ into
the query field and click the query button. (Don’t include the single quotes in your query.)
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…SEND CONTENT TO A NON-USER AND ASK FOR THEIR INPUT ?
You can send content to non-users via the External Review function. If you are an approver within
RFPMonkey.com, look at your list of entries that are pending approval. You can open a particular entry
and click the External Review link, or you can select multiple pending entries from the list and choose
External Review from the Select Action drop-down and click Go.
You will then enter the email address of the external reviewer, enter some notes about the request,
then select either Edit and Return or Edit and Approve depending on your needs. A new temporary
user account will be created for the external reviewer within your RFPMonkey repository and they will
be emailed a notification of the request. The email contains a log-on link. The external reviewer can
edit the assigned content, and either return it or approve it. Once they have completed their review,
they are logged out and their user account is closed.
If you asked them to Return the content, then it will be back on your Approvals list. If you asked them
to Approve it, then it will be active in the repository, and searchable by other users.

…EMBED ONE RESPONSE INTO ANOTHER RESPONSE?
You can embed a response into the response of another entry by using the EMBED tag. You can either
type it into the response or select it from the tag drop-down within the response editor. For example,
if you wanted to embed the response from entry #98 into the response from entry #102, you would
enter the following tag into entry #102 where you wanted the other response to appear:
%%EMBED%%98#

…ENSURE THAT OLD ENTRIES GET UPDATED PERIODICALLY ?
Use the Entry Aging feature to keep entries up to date. It will change the status from Approved to
Pending for any entry that falls outside of your Entry Aging policy. Entry Aging can be set to 30, 60, 90,
180, 270, and 365 days. Any entry that hasn’t been authored, approved, or edited within that
timeframe will be demoted to Pending. As with all Pending entries, aged entries will have to be
approved before they can be searched.

…CHANGE THE NUMBER OF ENTRIES PER PAGE IN SEARCH RESULTS?
‘Rows Per Page’ is controlled by a Personal Setting. You can set it to between 1 and 250 rows per
page. Naturally, this affects the number of pages of results you will have, and therefore the amount of
paging up or down that you may have to do. A higher number of rows per page will cause fewer pages,
and less paging up or down, but each page will take longer to load and will require more scrolling on
the page.
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…SEE WHAT OUR USERS ARE SEARCHING FOR?
Every time an entry is selected and viewed on the Entry Detail screen the count of these views is
incremented. Each entry’s access count is displayed in the bottom right corner of the Entry Detail
screen.

Use the What’s MissingTM feature from the Account screen to see what your users are searching for that
that returns no results. There’s a good discussion of this feature elsewhere in this guide.

…INCLUDE AN IMAGE IN MY RESPONSE?
To insert an image into a response, place the cursor where you want the image and click the Image tool
within the response editor. This will bring up the Image dialog box.
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If you want to include an image that is hosted somewhere on the web, enter its URL in the Source field
and click the insert button. To insert an image housed in the Asset Manager, click the folder icon on
the top right of the Image dialog box to display the Asset Manager.

Select the image from the displayed list and then click Ok to select that image. Then, back on the
Image dialog, click the Insert button.

…UPLOAD A NEW IMAGE TO THE ASSET MANAGER ?
Bring up the Asset Manager either by clicking the Image tool

in the response edit and then clicking

the folder icon
, or select Asset Library from the Entries menu. With the Asset Manager displayed,
click the Browse button to search for an image on your computer. Then click the upload button. Valid
image files will end in .jpg, .gif, or .png.
After you upload the new file, you can insert it into the response (if you came to the Asset Manager
from the entry editor) by clicking the ok button on the Asset Manager dialog, then clicking the Insert
button.

…ALLOW USERS TO RATE THE QUAL ITY OF EXISTING ENTRIES?
Users can rate each entry as Excellent
, Good
, Average
, or Bad
. The cumulative rating
is then displayed to help users select the most appropriate entries. Cast your vote for any entry using
the links at the bottom right corner of the Entry Detail screen.
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…SHARE PART OF MY REPOSITORY WITH CHANNEL PARTNERS?
Create user accounts for your channel partners and give them basic permissions to read the repository
and to author new entries. So long as you don’t give them approval rights, the new entries they submit
will not be searchable until one of your approvers reviews them, edits them as necessary, and approves
them.
You can limit the partner users’ read permission by turning off the Trusted flag for those users. Doing
this lets them search the repository but prevents them from seeing the entries that have been marked
as Internal Only. Use the Internal Only tag to protect any entries that contain sensitive information
that you may not want to share with partner users.

…FORCE A SESSION TIMEOUT TO PREVE NT UNAUTHORIZED USE OF MY SCREEN ?
Use the Session Timeout setting on the Account screen to automatically log users off after 10, 30, 60,
or 90 minutes of inactivity. Set this value to ‘None’ to prevent automatic session terminations. For
purposes of the Session Timeout feature, “inactivity” means a lack of screen refreshes. When you
move from one screen to another within RFPMonkey.com or when you refresh the current page, the
session timer resets giving you another 10, 30, 60, or 90 minutes before automatically logging you out.
It is possible to be actively using the Entry Edit screen for this amount of time and still be timed out.
If you’re likely to use the Entry Edit screen for a particular entry for long periods of time, it’s a good
idea to save your work periodically. Use the Stay on Edit Screen After Save feature to save your work
without leaving the entry you are working on. This save will also restart the session timeout clock.

…REMEMBER A FORGOTTEN PASSWORD?
If you forget your password, use the ‘Forgot Password?’ link on the login page. There, you can enter
your email address to have your account number, user name, and password emailed to you. You must
use the email address listed on your user account. If you ever change your email address, you should
also update this value within RFPMonkey.com or you will not be able to receive these emails as well as
other email notifications sent from various parts of the application.
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APPENDIX
APPENDIX A – IMPORT FILE COLUMN DETAILS

The table below gives further details about each column in the import file.
CSV Column

Field Name

Instructions

Column A

entry_id

Set to 0 to insert the row as a new entry. Import process will insert key
values for each new entry as needed.
Set to an existing entry ID to perform an update of the associated entry.
If an update is attempted (because the entry_id is greater than 0) AND
there is no existing entry with that ID, an error is reported, and no
database action is taken for that row of data.

Column B

division
(Called Knowledge
Base within
RFPMonkey.com)

Column C

category

Populate with Division/Knowledge Type value. Division can be left blank,
but will generate a warning during import if it is. If included, it must
match a filter value defined within RFPMonkey.com.
For additional information about filters, refer to the GettingStartedGuide.

Populate with entry category. Category can be left blank, but will
generate a warning during import if it is. If included, it must match a
filter value defined within RFPMonkey.com.
For additional information about filters, refer to the GettingStartedGuide.

Column D

sub_category

Populate with entry subcategory. Subcategory is relative to category.
Sub_category can be left blank, but will generate a warning during import
if it is. If included, it must match a filter value defined within
RFPMonkey.com.
For additional information about filters, refer to the GettingStartedGuide.

Column E

product

Leave blank or populate with product to which entry relates. Product can
be left blank, but will generate a warning during import if it is. If
included, it must match a filter value defined within RFPMonkey.com.
For additional information about filters, refer to the GettingStartedGuide.
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version

Version 2.10
Leave blank or populate with product version to which entry relates.
Version can be left blank, but will generate a warning during import if it
is. If included, it must match a filter value defined within
RFPMonkey.com.
For additional information about filters, refer to the GettingStartedGuide.

Column G

question

Populate with the plain text of an RFP question. Question can be left
blank, but will generate a warning during import if it is.

Column H

response

Populate with the response/answer to question in column G. Must be
enclosed in quotes if response includes commas. This is done
automatically by Excel if you save as .CSV. Response can be left blank,
but will generate a warning during import if it is.

Column I

comments

Populate with comments if any. Plain text. Comments can be left blank.

Column J

other_key_words

Leave blank or populate with additional key words not already found in
the question and/or response. Use space as delimiters.

Column K

source

Leave blank or enter data source (often prospect name associated with
creation of the content). Set to the Prospect field from an associated
Project if source_proj_id is not 0.

Column L

source_proj_id

Set to 0 or project id number of associated source project.

Column M

comp_diff

Set to 1 if this entry describes a competitive differentiator. 0 if not.

Column N

std_template

Set to 0

Column O

trusted_only

Set to 0

Column P

score_count

Set to 0 if you want to load content reflecting NO user feedback. If you
want to indicate a feedback rating, set this value to a number greater
than 0. This is NOT the feedback score, just how many times it has been
rated. This affects the STRENGTH of the feedback score.

Column Q

score_total

Set to 0 if you want to load content reflecting NO user feedback. If you
entered a number greater than 0 in Column P, then the content of this
entry has a user rating. The overall rating = score_total / score_count. 0
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means not rated. If score/count is greater than 0 but less than 1.5, the
rating is ‘Bad’. If score/count is greater than or equal to 1.5 and less than
2.5, then the rating is ‘Average’. Greater than or equal to 2.5 and less
than 3.5, rating is ‘Good’. Greater than or equal to 3.5, the rating is
‘Excellent’.
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APPENDIX B – ADDITIONAL DETAILS FORM

The following information will be required to complete your data load. These values will be applied to
every entry being imported. Print this page, fill out the form, and have it on hand as you run through
the import.
Field

Supplied Value

Notes

org_id

To be supplied by RFPMonkey during import.

source

Supply a source value IF you want to override the source values within
your import file and set them ALL this this value. Leaving this value
blank will cause the import to use the source values specified in your
import file.

created_by

Specify which user to attribute as the author for the entries being
loaded.

created_date

Specify the date you want to show as the created_date for the entries
being loaded.

approved_by

This field only applies if you specify APPROVED for the status.
Specify which user to attribute as the approver for the entries being
loaded.

approved_date

This field only applies if you specify APPROVED for the status.
Specify the date you want to show as the approved_date for the
entries being loaded.

status
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The only status option for imports performed directly through the
user interface is APPROVED.
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